To: Members of the One Center City Advisory Group
From: John Pehrson and Thatcher Bailey
Subject: Center City Pedestrian Realm Plan and Investment
The two of us are interested in improvements to the Center City
pedestrian realm for both the near term and the long term planning
environments. We have been concerned that most of our One Center
City energy has been directed to vehicular issues and the Protected Bike
Lane network, with insufficient attention to the needs of the pedestrian
realm and investment to encourage walking. We believe that actions to
increase walking in the downtown and making walking safer and more
comfortable are vital to the future of a great Center City.
We wrote a one-pager (attached) to articulate our concerns and emailed
it to the One Center City team on May 24th.
On June 1, Susan McLaughlin responded for the One Center City SDOT
team with a very encouraging email (also attached) that provides a
broad outline of SDOT and One Center City pedestrian realm planned
actions.
We want you all to know of our activities and look forward to robust,
pedestrian realm discussions at One Center City meetings. Please send
any comments or suggestions you have on this issue to us at the
addresses listed below.
John Pehrson
pehrsonj@gmail.com
206-254-1570

Thatcher Bailey
thatcher@seattleparksfoundation.org
206-332-9900 x11

One Center City Pedestrian Plan
John Pehrson and Thatcher Bailey
May 23,2017

Goal
Make the pedestrian environment in the downtown safe, well-lit,
comfortable for all ages and abilities, green, beautiful, and part of a wellsigned network. Set a high bar by investing now in signature pedestrian
corridors.
Some of the most important issues:
1. Sidewalk width
2. Condition of the sidewalk
3. Attractive and comfortable, protected from vehicles and bicycles
4. Engaging, stimulating environment;
5. High quality design/plantings
6. Well lit
7. Serving the signature pedestrian routes
8. Collecting use and demand data for decision making
Questions for One Center City Staff:
1. What does the Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan say about the
downtown pedestrian environment?
2. How many pedestrians are there in the downtown area (area of
One Center City) compared to the whole of Seattle?
3. How are you collecting data on pedestrian activity for the
Downtown area?
4. Is east-west pedestrian traffic getting as much attention as northsouth pedestrian traffic? Is east-west pedestrian traffic getting
appropriate amount of attention?
What actions should the One Center City Advisory Committee be
considering for the One Center City area?
5. What do you think about three east-west corridors in the One
Center City area:
• Lake2Bay Corridor?
• Market to MOHAI Pedestrian Corridor?
• Pike Pine Renaissance Act 1?
6. Should those be supplemented by additional pedestrian corridors
in the Downtown area? Like Madison? Like Yesler? Like
Jackson?
7. Does the City have a plan for a connected network of great
pedestrian corridors/streets, like they have for bicycles?
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